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Ely Cathedral – The embodiment of mediaeval building in Cambridgeshire 

Materials Essay: Ely, Cambridgeshire 

Year 1 Term 1       Michael Fielding Garber 

Cambridgeshire is not known for high-quality building materials. As Pevsner wryly remarks 
in his Buildings of England series, “Cambridgeshire must be regarded as among the least 
fortunate of the English counties. There is any amount of clay for brickmaking, but no good 
stone, and in the Isle of Ely there was a timber shortage of wood before the end  of the 
C16.”(Pevsner 1977, p.289). 

Ely, which sits on a bed of greensand – a soft brownish stone (Maddison 2000, p.16) – is no 
exception. It is surrounded (as can be seen in Figure 1) by clay, and then the large swathes of 
peat for which the Fens are renowned. To the south-east lies a band of chalk – known 
locally as clunch – which straddles the southern half of the county.  

Building in Ely would therefore not only be influenced by the local geology, but also the 
opportunities presented by the fenland waterways to transport much-needed materials 
from further afield. 
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Figure 1 – The Geology of Cambridgeshire 

Ely 
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Local Building Materials 
Whilst the greenstone outcrop upon which Ely rises over the surrounding fenland 
landscape was used locally, it is clunch which is more well-known. Both were used as 
rubblestone to fill the cores of walls. Greenstone rubble was used in the core of the 
Cathedral’s walls (Maddison 2000, p.16) and clunch can be found in the cores of vernacular 
buildings, such as The Three Blackbirds (Holton-Krayenbuhl 2009, p.24) – the earliest known 
building outside of the monastic precinct (Holton-Krayenbuhl 2009, p.10).  

Indeed, the foundations of Ely Cathedral consist of “…a thin layer of rammed greensand 
lumps interspersed with clunch…” topped by a thin layer of greensand stones and “…4 feet 
[1.22m] of rubble stone laid in a mortar of lime and rough sand.” (Maddison 2000, p.16). 

The soft nature of clunch provided a poor weathering skin, and so for vernacular buildings 
in Cambridgeshire, a form of render derived from the local clay was applied to rubble 
masonry walls (Holton-Krayenbuhl 2009, p.15). This tended to be replaced be more 
substantial facades such as brick later, and so this form of construction remains a little 
obscure.  

The shortage of timber – commonly used 
elsewhere in mediaeval buildings – led to the 
early development of brick in the area. Ely is 
cited as having a brickfield as soon as the 
fourteenth century (Pevsner 1977, p.289). The 
commonly-associated yellowy-pinkish-grey 
Cambridge brick was however, a later arrival – 
and from the south of the county. The clays of 
the Northern half produced a red brick 
(Pevsner 1977, p.290) – perhaps most evident 
in the Old Bishop's Palace, which dates to the 
late fifteenth century (see Figure 2).  

Roofing materials were not a problem, for the 
Fens produced reeds, rushes and sedge in 
abundance, both were used in thatching 
(Darby 1977, p.28). This one abundant supply 
of building material did however attract 
squabbling, and there are records of 
landowners (including the Cathedral) 
contesting ownership of the material and 
productive land (Darby 1977, pp.29–31). 

Figure 2 – Daiperwork in mediaeval brick: 
The Old Bishop’s Palace 
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Local Imports 
Whilst clunch was a relatively local material, it still required transport from the edge of the 
fenland across to Ely. Thus a market soon developed in Reach, from which clunch could be 
purchased – along with “timber of ordinary scantlings” (British History Online 2003, pp.50–
70),  iron and flints (Darby 1977, p.43). Much of the local economy centred around the 
transport of goods – of which a substantial part were building materials (British History 
Online 2003, pp.33–40) – and the watery fens provided a relatively cheap and convenient 
mode of transport by boat. 

The neighbouring woodlands of Huntingdonshire, many under the control of monastic 
houses such as Ramsey Abbey, could therefore be exploited for timber. This source, along 
with what wood could be bought at market, must have proved sufficient for the majority of 
building work in Ely; save for when larger, stout timbers were required for building the 
Octagon of Ely Cathedral, which came from Bedfordshire (British History Online 2003, 
pp.50–77). 

Materials were however required from further afield, and perhaps, the most noticeable 
example would be the facing stone found not only in vast quantities on the Cathedral, but 
also on other important buildings such as the parish church, tithe barns and other ancillary 
monastic buildings. (See Figure 3 Figure 4.) 

 

Building the Cathedral: a special requirement 
Much of this facing stone would come from Barnack, Northamptonshire, traversing the 
fens by flat-bottomed boat (Pevsner 1977, p.289). Indeed, the fenland waterways provided a 
quicker and more convenient mode of transport than road would have provided (Maddison 
2000, p.16).  

Figure 3 – Remains possibly from the 
Sextry Barn, now in the Coach House Wall 
at Oliver Cromwell’s House 

Figure 4 – Barnack in the Tower wall of the 
parish church 
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By the waterways goods came from near and far: “Timber of many varieties reached Ely: 
oak came by water from Stourbridge and Reach and from Chicksands Priory, in 
Bedfordshire. Iron, steel, and lead came largely via Stourbridge, tin via Lynn, nails via 
Reach, Lynn, Newmarket, and even Derby.” (British History Online 2003, pp.33–40) The 
transport of these goods was of course reliant on the good repair of the waterways, and 
disputes and poor maintenance could affect their availability (Darby 1977, p.32).  

To aid in their acquisition of building materials, the monks acquired a charter from the 
king, that “…wherever the monks of Ely shall have been able to find timber and lead and 
iron and stone for purchase, and other things of which there is need for the building of the 
church of Ely, they are to be exempt from payment of toll and all ferry-money and customs 
duty…” (Fairweather 2005, p.312). Transport now being convenient and cheap allowed for 
sourcing of stone such as limestone from Lincoln, used for the capitals in the Galilee Porch 
(Purcell 1967, p.70) and the fine Purbeck marble piers of the Presbytery (Purcell 1967, p.89). 

Barnack proved to be not-only 
durable, but allowed for robust and 
intricate carving, making it 
thoroughly suitable for building the 
Cathedral. In Cambridge Stone, 
Donovan Purcell enthuses, “Ely 
Cathedral is built very largely of this 
stone, and there is no better place to 
see its durability and to marvel at 
the skill of the masons who shaped 
the blocks with great accuracy and 
carved this intractable stone into 
the intricate detail to be seen in 
such places as the richly carved 
doorways which led from the 
cloister into the south aisle of the 

nave.” (Purcell 1967, p.31) The fruits 
of this labour can been seen in Figure 
5. 

Whilst Barnack, greenstone and clunch were the main materials used to build the 
Cathedral, when the central tower collapsed, a new lighter timber structure was devised.  

The challenge presented by the span of the octagon required large, straight oak timbers to 
be sourced – clearly not to be found locally. Chicksands Abbey in Bedfordshire appears to 
have supplied the timbers, and “much search had to be made” to find them (British History 
Online 2003, pp.50–77). 

Figure 5 – The South Door to Ely Cathedral, from 
the former cloisters 
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Yet for all the sourcing of 
materials from afar to build the 
Cathedral, the properties which 
made clunch a poor choice for 
facing, made it ideal for 
finishing the interior of the new 
Lady Chapel and two chantry 
chapels. Clunch was found to be 
extremely easy to carve and the 
exuberant work perhaps over-
expressed this property (as can 
be seen in Figure 6). In Cambridge 
Stone, Donovan Purcell remarks, 
“The overcrowded pinnacles of 
Alcock’s Chapel and the busy 
surfaces of West’s illustrate all 
too well how an easily worked 
material encourages the 
development of technical 
virtuosity at the cost of creative 
art.” (Purcell 1967, p.28) Thus an otherwise poor local material redeemed itself to became 
important to the realisation of the Cathedral as its august Barnack relation. 

Conclusion  
Whilst not well-endowed with excellent building materials, Ely, by nature of its geography 
was able to acquire materials by trade and from the wider local area. One could hypothesise 
that this piecemeal arrangement of building material sources, and Ely’s reliance on 
materials from further afield, must have been sufficient as the flint – which was widely-
used elsewhere in Cambridgeshire and East Anglia – did not make it as far as Ely in the 
mediaeval period (Pevsner 1977, p.289). 

Whilst stone such as Barnack was transported from Northamptonshire, and Purbeck 
marble from even further afield, the local clunch – whilst not suitable for external work – 
proved equally important to the construction of the Cathedral. It's ease of carving provided 
a medium which was exploited in the interior, and provides much character. 

The legacy of the local materials is the ingenuity they inspired – from early brick-making to 
the exploitation of fenland waterways – collectively this resourcefulness more than made-
up for the local geology and allowed Ely to prosper in its unique environment. 

Figure 6 – The intricate lace-like carvings in Bishop 
West’s Chantry Chapel at the East end of Ely Cathedral
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